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Abstract

A crucial determinant of Hofmeister effects is the direct interaction of ions in solution with the charged groups on the surface of larger particles. Understanding ion–ion interactions in solution is therefore a necessary first step to explaining Hofmeister effects. Here, we advocate an approach to modeling these types of properties where state of the art Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics (AIMD) simulation of ions in solution is used to establish benchmark values for the intrinsic properties of ions in solution such as solvation structures and ion–ion Potentials of Mean Force (PMFs). This information can then be combined with, or used to parametrize and improve, reduced models, which use approximations such as the continuum solvent model (CSM). These reduced models can then be used to calculate collective and concentration dependent properties of electrolyte solution and so make accurate predictions about complex systems of relevance for direct applications. We provide an example of this approach using AIMD calculations of the sodium chloride PMF to calculate osmotic coefficients of all 20 alkali halide electrolytes.

1. Introduction

Modeling the interaction of ions in solution is one of the most fundamental and longstanding problems of physical chemistry, but unfortunately, there is still much that we do not understand about this problem. In particular, modeling the ion specificity of these interactions often requires resorting to fitted parameters for each cation–anion pair, severely limiting the usefulness of our models. Solving this problem is a crucial hurdle to cross before predictive and quantitative models of Hofmeister effects can be built. In this article, we review the emerging state-of-the-art in both the use and construction of accurate molecular-based models of ion–ion interaction to inform our understanding of ion-pairing.

In the past five years, there has been a resurgence of theoretical interest in constructing reduced or coarse-grained models to explain ion or solute specific effects [1–6]. Although the details of the construction of the models are distinct, a common approach is to make use of fully molecular-based frameworks where explicit details can be exported as input into the reduced models. These explicit molecular level details we will define as the intrinsic properties of ions in solution. They are essentially properties of the isolated ion or ion-pair in solution. They can come in the form of ionic radii and polarizability, solvation free energies, coordination numbers, Potentials of Mean Force (PMFs) at infinite dilution, or a general classification of ions as “kosmotropes” or “chaotropes”. This intrinsic information is generally of a local or short-range character due to system size limitations of molecular level descriptions. Once the intrinsic properties have been determined, they can be combined with or used to inform and parametrize reduced models, which can then be used to predict concentration dependent and collective phenomena ranging from osmotic and activity coefficients [7] to surface forces and colloidal stability [4].

An important aspect of this article is to review and articulate the challenges of connecting the fully molecular to the reduced continuum theoretical frameworks. In particular we focus on the ion–ion interactions in solution and show how a detailed and rigorous molecular understanding can be utilized to improve reduced models and develop our understanding of the collective behavior of electrolyte solutions. We believe that this approach should eventually move us significantly closer to the goal of developing a reduced quantitative model of the collective properties of electrolyte solutions.

The role of experiment is also crucially important. Specifically, the thermodynamic properties of electrolyte solutions, such as osmotic coefficients and solvation free energies, have long been established. The connection of the collective properties of electrolytes to the experimentally determined short-ranged molecular structure is beginning to be established through the combination of extended...
X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) in conjunction with X-ray diffraction (XRD) [8]. These exquisite and sensitive experiments are now able to resolve details accurately enough that they can be used to test the quality of different interaction potentials.

Two review articles cover the developments in this field more generally [9, 10]. Here, we outline an approach for connecting the molecular to the continuum frameworks that highlights how to use information from a variety of modeling approaches to build a better understanding of ion-specific interactions. In particular, we emphasize the use of ab initio models based on quantum density functional theory (DFT) that give a complete, rigorous, and accurate description of the intrinsic properties of ions in solution. We demonstrate an example of this approach where we use information from Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics (AIMD) DFT calculations of the short-range ion–ion interaction in solution to inform continuum solvent models (CSMs) of ion–ion interactions that can be used to calculate experimental osmotic coefficients. We show impressive agreement with experimental osmotic coefficients of the alkali halide salts.

2. Applications of ion–ion interactions

The interaction of ions in solutions, particularly water, is of central importance in a wide range of applications. This is firstly because the direct interaction of simple ions in solution is important in determining the activities of ions, which determine chemical equilibria of ionic species, relevant for numerous applications. Two examples are carbonate ions [11] and radioactive ions in solution [12]. These direct ion interactions also determine osmotic pressures of salt solutions, which are central in desalination applications [13].

But the importance of these interactions goes far beyond these cases where they are directly relevant. This is because without an understanding of the binding of simple ions in water, we have no hope of fully understanding the interaction of charged groups in more complex situations. These charged groups exist on many proteins and on many mineral surfaces such as silica. The interactions of these charged groups with each other and with ions in solution are closely related to simple ion–ion interactions in solution. These interactions are crucial because there is a consensus that the direct interaction of ions with macromolecules plays a dominant role in determining the Hofmeister Series [14–20]. This is clear from the fact that these ion interactions will determine the effective charge on interfaces and proteins when they are immersed in electrolyte. These surface charges in turn determine surface forces and potentials, as well as solubilities and protein conformation. These properties exemplify the classic Hofmeister effects. The calculation of ion–ion interactions in any situation is, therefore, a central prerequisite to predictive quantitative models of Hofmeister effects. Ref. [20] provides an excellent example of how direct ionic interactions can be used to reproduce the classic Hofmeister Series. Understanding Hofmeister effects is, in turn, necessary to model crosscutting applications of the physical chemistry of solutions to biology, energy storage, and synthesis, for example, materials assembly processes and synthesis, particularly at the nanoscale [21]. Predicting the interactions of charged groups on larger molecules with each other is also essential for understanding many systems, for example, salt-bridge formation is a central mechanism in protein folding [22].

A very closely related problem is the binding of ions to highly polar molecules, for example the binding of cations to the amide carbonyl in N-methylacetamide (NMA), which was recently investigated in Ref. [23]. Both experiment and molecular simulation came into play in this study. In particular, recent infrared (IR) measurements of the amide I shifts of sodium versus calcium salts suggest a picture where the calcium cation is a strongly perturbing influence whereas the sodium cation is not. Direct comparison of the PMFs from classical and DFT-based interaction potentials showed significant quantitative differences, and DFT more satisfactorily reproduced IR measurements. This study highlights many of the objectives that we have set out to review in this opinion. It showcases the use of molecular theory and the direct calculation of experimental probes such as IR to further a structure–function relationship based on intrinsic properties of a model peptide with a variety of ions.

The self-consistent coupling between the dielectric response of a surface and the electrolyte is crucial to determining how interfaces alter the pairing and partitioning of free ions in their vicinity. Studies that examine the effects of an (air–water) interface on ion-pairing are now being undertaken [24]. However, these important studies have been initiated with rigid point charge models, and the explicit coupling between the inhomogeneity of the interface and the form of the molecular interaction is not present. This situation has been remedied in the form of a dielectric boundary condition that accounts for the exact electrostatic coupling between a molecular liquid and a dielectric boundary [25]. It should be possible to extend this kind of boundary conditions to DFT studies to account not only for the electrostatic response but the electrodynamic response, which will yield modified dispersion forces. The results of these studies will treat both dispersion and electrostatics self-consistently allowing for a molecular view of the formation of a double layer. This will improve on the commonly used mean-field Guoy–Chapman models of the double layer.

3. Intrinsic to collective

The question then is how best to model the aforementioned important processes. To strive toward a complete quantitative understanding of collective properties of solutions, it is essential to build models that first reproduce the known intrinsic properties of the ion.

This means firstly reproducing the structural properties of the ion in water, i.e., the reproduction of EXAFS and XRD spectra are crucial tests of models [8, 26]. Secondly, it means reproducing thermodynamic properties of electrolyte solution at infinite dilution. The most important example of this is the solvation energies, but solvation entropies, partial molar volumes and other properties are also important [27]. Ideally, reproducing the correct structural information will directly lead to reproducing the correct thermodynamic properties of ions.

This approach is not a particularly novel idea, it has been applied by several researchers independently, and is a common feature of many of the most successful models of ions in solution. For instance, AIMD simulations have been compared in detail with EXAFS measurements [26, 28–32]. The parameters for Classical Molecular Dynamics (CMD) simulations have been fitted to reproduce ion–oxygen radial distributions from XRD and solvation energies and entropies [33, 34], as have CSMs [35]. This approach is not, however, as widely applied as it should be. Too often models are built and parametrized to explain systems with complex collective behaviors, without first testing the model by applying it to the most fundamental and simplest possible cases, such as the intrinsic properties of ions in solution.

3.1. Intrinsic solvation energy

The solvation free energy of ions is a particularly important example of an intrinsic property of an ion. This is clear from the fact that free energies of interaction of ions in solution can essentially be thought of as a change in the solvation energy of the pair of ions as they approach each other [36].

The challenges of correctly modeling the solvation free energies of an ion in solution bring up the importance of understanding the role of interfaces in the partitioning of the free energy of ion solvation. Schematically, one can envision the free energy of solvation of...
an ion as comprised of two distinct pieces. The first is determined by the direct interaction of the ion with the surrounding solvent as well as the energy of forming a cavity for the ion to occupy. This is commonly referred to as the intrinsic solvation energy. The subtle and presently controversial part of the free energy of solvation comes from the contribution of the ion crossing the potential drop caused by the charge distribution at the air–water interface. This is commonly referred to as the surface potential of the air–water interface, and unfortunately it may contribute significantly to real solvation energies of ions in solution. Moreover, the size and even sign of this effect are still the subject of significant debate in the literature [37]. As a result, it is not possible to say with confidence that any model is correctly reproducing the intrinsic solvation energy of a single ion in solution. This significantly limits the confidence we can have in any model of charges in solution. Resolving this somewhat esoteric debate is a crucial prerequisite to be able to model any system where charged groups interact in solution.

The value of the air–water interface can be approximated using DFT interaction potentials [38]. These calculations indicate that the surface potential due to the air–water interface is significantly different to the value predicted with CMD molecular structures.

An important example of the direct difficulties this problem causes is shown in Ref. [33]. Where Lennard-Jones parameters are adjusted to reproduce solvation energies, but because the intrinsic solvation energies are not accurately known, the parameters have to be fitted to reproduce solvation energies of cation–anion pairs, significantly increasing the uncertainty in the model. In addition, Ref. [32] shows that it is not possible to simultaneously reproduce solvation energies, entropies and radial distribution function peak positions with simple CMD models for the anions, perhaps highlighting a fundamental limitation of this approach. A possible solution is to build models that include the effect of the surface potential and test that they reproduce experimental real solvation energies of ions. These values are known with much more certainty [27].

Currently, calculations of ionic solvation energies with AIMD simulation are extremely rare. Ref. [39] is the only example we are aware of. This is therefore an important area of future work as it is an important step to test and confirm that the models are correct beyond just reproducing structural properties.

### 3.2. Ion-surface interaction

Another crucial but slightly more sophisticated intrinsic property of ions in solution is the PMF of an ion as it approaches an air–water interface. This has been the topic of intense theoretical interest in recent years. AIMD calculations of the PMFs of ions at the air–water interface have been performed [40–44]. The resulting iodide potentials are consistent with theoretical studies based on reduced continuum description that can reproduce the experimentally observed ion specific surface tension increments for monovalent salts [3, 45]. In particular, by basing the model on an accurate calculation of solvation energies Ref. [35] was able to reproduce the surface tension increments with one consistent framework. This model also showed promise when applied to hydronium and hydroxide, reproducing the surface tension increments of these salts accurately [46].

The CMD water models of Ref. [33] mentioned above have also been used to calculate ion PMFs with the interface that are relatively consistent with the AIMD and CSM calculations. In particular, the well-depth matches the AIMD and CSM calculations [47]. However, this does depend quite significantly on which fundamental properties the Lennard-Jones properties are adjusted to reproduce. This model also qualitatively reproduces the correct ion-specific surface tension increments [33].

### 3.3. Ion-pairing

Once a model that reproduces the most basic intrinsic properties of an ion has been developed, the next step is to generalize the model to pairs of ions. Essentially, this amounts to treating an isolated pair of ions alone under bulk aqueous solvation. The essential property of interest here is the PMF between the two ions. It should be possible to use these infinite dilution or intrinsic PMFs to provide an accurate description of the collective properties of electrolyte solutions. Clearly, at high concentrations the intrinsic PMF is no longer a good descriptor and many-body correlations will become important to describe the collective properties of electrolyte solutions. Ref. [2] shows this transition nicely, by using force matching to extract an effective ion–ion two body interaction and showing how it changes with concentration. It seems to be the case that somewhere above 1 M the simple infinite dilution PMF begins to break down.

The most common and oldest approach to modeling ion–ion interactions in solution is to use the continuum solvent approximation starting with the Debye Hückel model for the mean field interaction of ideal charges in solution. Studies have augmented this mean field potential using additional terms with parameters fitted to reproduce experiment. Some examples are hard sphere [48], Gurney [49], and dispersion potentials [50]. A key problem with these approaches is that they do not build on an accurate model of more basic intrinsic properties of an ion in solution as discussed above. More specifically, they do not make any attempt to reproduce the solvation energy of the ion. In contrast, Ref. [51] calculates ion–ion interactions by generalizing a successful CSM of ionic solvation energies [35], entropies and partial molar volumes [52].

Although, the CSM of Ref. [51] shows a strong over attraction of ions, it does reproduce ion-specific trends nearly quantitatively when the potentials are damped using two fitted parameters. This over attraction is a common problem with CSMs of ion–ion interactions [23] and, to a lesser extent, is also a problem with classical simulation. The Electronic Continuum Correction with Rescaling (ECCR) [53, 54] is aimed at fixing this problem. The calculation of ion–ion interactions in solution has been a focus of CMD for quite some time [55]. The ion–ion interactions in solution calculated with CMD do show a strong dependence on the parameters used for the model [32, 56]. Some success, however, has been observed using CMD to reproduce the ion–ion interaction trends qualitatively [57]. However, to quantitatively reproduce experimental activities, it is necessary to adjust salt specific parameters [58, 59], which is obviously a serious problem that requires a solution beyond adjusting parameters for every possible ion–ion interaction.

As outlined above, AIMD simulations with DFT can in principle provide much more accurate potentials with almost no empirical parameterization. Although it is well known that DFT has somewhat serious deficiencies, recent studies have made great progress in showing that DFT plus empirical corrections to dispersion can provide unprecedented accuracy into the prediction of the intrinsic solvation structure of a variety of anions and cations [26, 28]. Thus, there is an emerging consensus that DFT can provide a superior description of local solvation structure over classical empirical interaction potentials and can even provide benchmarks to determine what classical water model is best [38]. Moreover, a recent DFT study of the ion-pairing of calcium chloride [32] provided a self-consistent treatment of the intrinsic properties of the calcium cation and chloride anion both as individual ions and as a pair of ions. The results agreed with EXAFS and XRD studies [8] as well as with refitted classical empirical potentials that were adjusted to reproduce collective properties of calcium chloride [53, 60].

Despite these successes however, it is unlikely that the use of a single framework such as either molecular dynamics or a continuum based theory will yield the general and quantitative picture that is necessary to build an understanding of Hofmeister effects.
For example, the calculation of ion-pair PMFs out to large separation with AIMD is difficult and requires extensive computational resources limiting their application to only a few cases so far [32, 61–63]. Practical simulation issues that are based in sampling, finite size, and the choice of molecular interaction make the calculation of complex, collective and concentration dependent properties extremely difficult [64]. In contrast, a key difficulty in building continuum type models is that they almost always require parameters adjusted to reproduce experiment. The obvious danger of this is that the model becomes an exercise in adjusting fitting parameters, and so will not be predictive and will not reproduce the correct underlying physical mechanisms.

A solution to this problem is to connect the frameworks of molecular simulation with continuum based methods. The strength of continuum based methods is that they allow for the calculation of collective properties over a range of concentrations but must often rely on some form of molecular-based input to yield quantitative predictions of collective properties of electrolytes. We therefore propose using AIMD to determine the parameters of the CSM model, so that rather than adjusting parameters to reproduce complex experimental collective properties of electrolyte solution, the precise value of the parameters can be determined more rigorously by comparison with the direct intrinsic properties they are designed to match. Some examples are the peak positions in radial distribution functions and condensed phase polarizabilities, which are important to the model of Ref. [51] and can be determined from simulation, where they are not available experimentally.

In what follows, we provide new concrete examples of this proposed approach.

4. Theory

The key quantity of interest is \( W(r) \), the free energy of two ions in water at infinite dilution as a function of separation. This is referred to as the PMF and is related to the radial distribution function by the following expression:

\[
\beta W(r) = -\ln[g(r)]
\]  
(1)

where \( \beta = (k_B T)^{-1} \), \( g(r) \) is the radial distribution function for the ion pair for a simulation at infinite dilution. We calculate the PMF for NaCl using this equation, the calculation details are given in Ref. [65]. These simulations were performed at an effective concentration of 2.5 M as there were 5 NaCl pairs of ions in the box. To confirm that it is reasonable to use this PMF in the infinite dilution limit the PMF was also calculated using umbrella sampling (US) with only one cation–anion pair in the simulation box [66]. The resulting PMFs are shown in Fig. 1, which shows that they are within error of each other. Although some concentration dependence may be expected due to the change in the Debye-Length, the box size is likely too small to see this effect.

At infinite dilution, the PMF can be divided into two contributions [56]: A short–range term and a long–range Coulomb interaction:

\[
W(r) = W^\text{sr}(r) + \frac{z_i z_j e^2}{4 \pi \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r r}
\]  
(2)

The small box sizes required to perform AIMD simulations mean that the PMF can only be calculated out to a limited separation with any reliability. This is because once the separation becomes bigger than half the box size an ion will be closer to the periodic image of the counter ion then it is to the actual ion. This means that the long-range tail of the PMF cannot be calculated accurately and there is therefore an arbitrary offset in the energy, as the 0 at infinite separation is not known.

To determine the PMF for larger separations with AIMD we therefore assume that \( W^\text{sr}(r > 7 \text{ Å}) = 0 \), so that the sodium chloride PMF is just given by the Coulomb attraction for separations larger than 7 Å. Comparison with classical PMFs shows that this is a reasonable assumption [56]. In other words, we adjust the height of the AIMD PMF so that the values with \( r > 7 \text{ Å} \) are as close as possible to the Coulomb interaction. The potentials determined from AIMD simulation in this way are shown in Fig. 1.

Ref. [61] uses Car Parinello MD with BLYP with no dispersion correction to calculate the NaCl PMF. The resulting potential is very similar to the one calculated here. This is gratifying and contrasts strongly with the dramatic model dependence observed for classical water models. The degree of agreement may be somewhat fortuitous however as it likely relies on a cancellation of ion–ion and ion–water dispersion interactions. This agreement may not be so good for other ions therefore [32].

We aim to correct the over–attraction of cation–anion pairs with the CSM of Ref. [51] by comparing with the AIMD based PMF. To do so we begin with the expression for the infinite dilution interaction potential of a cation–anion pair as given by Eq. (1) in Ref. [51].

\[
W(r) = W^\text{COSMO}(r) + \Delta W^\text{cav}(r) + \Delta W^\text{disp}(r)
\]  
(3)

Three terms are described in Ref. [51] where they are labeled as \( G \) instead of \( W \) as they correspond to Gibb's free energies. Essentially this expression amounts to two things: an \textit{ab initio} calculation of the direct ion–ion interaction at the MP2 level, where the two ions are placed inside cavities in a dielectric medium. This is calculated using the Conductor Like Screening Model (COSMO), Crucially the shape of the dielectric interface changes as the two ions overlap. The second contribution, which makes up the second two terms is simply a typical solvent accessible surface area calculation, but the parameters for the surface tension parameter are specific to each ion and based on an accurate treatment of the dispersion interaction, and is consistent with the solvation energy of the ions.

In this paper, these are calculated with the size parameters of the ions adjusted to reproduce the single ion solvation energies. The resulting size parameters are very close to experimental estimates of the same quantities [51]. The long-range Coulomb attraction is included in the \( W^\text{COSMO}(r) \) term.

It is likely that this over attraction arises from an overestimation of the Coulomb attraction at small separations when the solvent is not present between the ions. A plausible physical mechanism for
Ref. [51] makes some general conclusions about these potentials that still stand and are worth restating here. Firstly, these potentials follow the like-prefers-like effect, where ions of similar size are more strongly attracted to each other. This property is also exhibited in the experimental osmotic coefficients. The second conclusion is that for two ions to come into contact they must remove the water from between them, and the free energy cost associated with this process is an important part in determining the PMF of two ions interacting.

The third conclusion is that dispersion plays a significant role in these interactions and cannot be neglected. Firstly, dispersion is necessary to get the water structure right as evidenced by the improvement in the density when it is included in DFT simulations of water. Secondly ion–water dispersion is an important part of the total solvation energy of ions and therefore getting it correct is necessary to determine the free energy cost of desolvating the ion. Thirdly, the direct ion–ion dispersion interaction is important for large cation–anion interactions, where it plays a role in stabilizing the large–large ion attraction [68].

Simple DFT functionals do not treat dispersion interactions accurately and so improving their description is important for an accurate AIMD description of ions in solution.

5. Calculation details

Umbrella sampling is used to obtain the ion-pairing free-energy of Na\(^+\) and Cl\(^-\) under bulk periodic boundary conditions. The system contains a single Na\(^+\) and Cl\(^-\) and 110 water molecules in a 15.198 \times 15.198 \times 15.198 \text{Å}^3 supercell. Sampling windows for the Na\(^+\)–Cl\(^-\) distance ranging from 2.2 to 5.6 Å were equally spaced by 0.2 Å employing harmonic umbrella potentials of the form \(V(r) = k(r_0 - r)^2\) with a force constant \(k\) of 40.0 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) Å\(^{-2}\). For each window a NVT (at 300 K) simulation is performed under periodic boundary conditions using CP2K simulation suite (http://www.cp2k.org) with the QuickStep module for the DFT calculations [69]. The protocol given in Ref. [23], using a double zeta basis set that has been optimized for the condensed phase [70] in conjunction with GTH pseudopotentials [71] using a 40 Å cutoff for the auxiliary plane wave basis is followed. A Nosé–Hoover thermostat was attached to every degree of freedom to ensure equilibration [72]. The Becke exchange [73] and correlation due to Lee, Yang and Parr (LYP) [74] are utilized in addition to the dispersion correction (D2) put forth by Grimme [75] with a 40 Å cut-off. For each umbrella window, a trajectory of at least 50 ps was collected after 5 ps of equilibration and the free-energy profiles was extracted using the weighted histogram analysis method [76].

6. Experimental comparison

To test the resulting PMFs we can follow Ref. [77], which utilizes the Hyper-netted Chain (HNC) closure of the Ornstein–Zernike (OZ) equation to calculate the osmotic coefficients of electrolyte solutions at finite concentration using the infinite dilution PMF. To do this we use the pyOZ program [78] developed by Luboš Vrbka, an iterative OZ equation solver. Following Refs. [79] and [56], we use a concentration dependent form of the dielectric function of water to account approximately for many-body effects that will become more important as the ion concentration increases:

\[
\epsilon(c) = \frac{78.3}{1 + 0.19c}
\]  

where \(c\) is the concentration of salt in Molarity, and 0.19 is a constant determined by fitting to experimental data for six different salts and averaging [56]. Ref. [56] shows that the osmotic coefficients at the concentrations we are interested in are dominated by the cation–anion interaction potential. We therefore use a simple hard-sphere...
repulsion with a Coulomb repulsion for the cation–cation and anion–anion interaction, as using a more realistic form for this potential does not alter the results significantly.

We can therefore use the infinite dilution PMF calculated with both the CSM and with AIMD, and compare to experimental values. This provides an important test of the model as osmotic coefficients are a central example of a collective property and the ability to reproduce them displays the power of these approaches to treating electrolyte solutions. The results of this calculation are presented in Figs. 3, 4 and 5.

The experimental osmotic coefficients are calculated with the Pitzer equations [80] after adjustment from the Lewis–Randal to McMillan–Mayer systems [81, 82].

We can see that the osmotic coefficients of all the salts are reproduced reasonably well once the ion–ion CSM PMFs are corrected with information from the ab initio calculations. In particular Fig. 5 shows that the theoretical values match the experimental ones with $R^2 = 0.94$, a very good correlation considering the simplicity of the model. This is an important and impressive result. The experimental agreement of these results exceeds that of any CMD approach, which would require much more computational time. Reproducing these properties has long been an elusive goal of the physical chemistry community and represents a significant step forward in our understanding of these properties. This model represents the achievement of a goal outlined in this same journal 5 years ago in Ref. [83], where the ambition was to model the direct ion–ion interaction accurately enough in solution so that one or two globally fitted parameters could capture the effects of hydration that a CSM necessarily neglects.

This amounts indirectly to a model of activities of salt solutions as well because osmotic coefficients can be converted to activities via standard thermodynamic relations. We can only reasonably hope that this model will be accurate up to 1 or 2 M because changes in the two body interaction will occur at higher concentrations due to changes in the water structure [2]. Calculation of osmotic coefficients at higher density will likely require alternative methods such as Ref. [84].

The only other models that we are aware of in the literature, which do not rely on parameters adjusted for each salt are Refs. [85] and [86]. However, a crucial omission is that these approaches did not treat fluoride, as without the fluoride salts the reversal in ordering of the ion pairs is barely discernible and so it is much easier to build models that reproduce experiment without salt specific fitted parameters. Also, these models cannot explain intrinsic properties of an ion such as solvation energies or properties of an ion near an interface such as surface tensions, whereas this model can.

Future work will involve generalizations to non-aqueous solutions [87, 88], to more complex ions, i.e., divalent and organic [23, 32], and to more complex molecules such as charged carboxylates and to a wider range of properties such as solvation energies and surface tensions. This will hopefully allow us to build useful, predictive and quantitatively accurate models of complex Hofmeister effects.

7. Conclusions

We have advocated for an approach to modeling ion–ion interactions that incorporates information from state-of-the-art AIMD simulation into reduced models of ions in solution. These reduced models can then be used to calculate collective and concentration dependent properties of electrolyte solution that would be too difficult to do with AIMD directly. We showed an example of this approach, where the short-range AIMD PMF of NaCl was combined with a long-range Coulomb attraction, which was then used in the OZ equation with HNC closure to accurately calculate the osmotic...
pressure of sodium chloride. The AIMD PMF for NaCl was then used to improve and parametrize a previously developed CSM of ion-ion interactions. This allowed the osmotic pressure for all 20 of the alkali-halide salts to be calculated accurately up to 1 M. This approach of connecting frameworks is essential to provide descriptions of electrolyte solutions that are both quantitatively predictive and practically useful.
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